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INTRODUCTION 
First, let us make it quite clear what we mean by colength. Let A be a 
commutative local Noetherian ring and let M be the maximal ideal of A. 
The colength of an M-primary ideal Q is defined to be the ordinary length 
of A/Q. We shall use the letter L to denote colength and I to denote length. 
Accordingly we have L(Q) = l(A/Q). 
This work has a principal theme, namely, the study of the quotient 
L(Q’)/L(Q). Our aim is to find upper and lower bounds of L(Q’)/L(Q) 
for different ideals Q and in different rings A. We also concern ourselves 
with L(Q, . . . Q,), where Q 1 ,..., Q, are M-primary ideals (see Sects. 1 
and 3). 
Let s be the embedding dimension of A ie s = dim,,, M/M2. We show 
that the inequality 
L(Q2U-4Q) G 2” 
holds for all M-primary ideals Q of A (see Corollary 1.5). It follows that in 
the special case where A is a regular ring we have sup L(Q’)/L(Q) = 2” 
because then L(M2”)/L(M”) + 2” as n + co. However, if A is not regular, 
and s 2 2, we have the strict inequality sup L(Q2)/L(Q) < 2”. This is proved 
in Section 2 (Theorem 2.3) and is essentially due to the sharper form of the 
inequality displayed above which we give in Proposition 2.1. 
To deal with lower bounds of L(Q2)/L(Q) turns out to be more difficult. 
It has been necessary for us to confine ourselves to monomial ideals and 
monomial rings. Here, by a monomial ideal we mean an ideal generated by 
monomials in a ring k[ [xi ,..., x,]] of formal powerseries over a field k and 
by a monomial ring we mean a ring of the form k[ [xi ,..., x:]]/Z, where Z is 
a monomial ideal. We shall sometimes use the word “powerproduct” when 
we consider monomials with coefficient one. 
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In Section 4 we give some combinatorial results concerning monomials 
and in Section 5 these results are applied to our problem. Our main result 
is the inequality 
(see Theorem 5.4) where we assume A to be a monomial ring and Q to be a 
monomial ideal and that dim A/P > d for all prime ideals P associated to 
the zero ideal of A. We also investigate under which conditions the equality 
L(Q2) = (d+ 1) L(Q) holds (see Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.6). As a 
special case we note here that if A is a monomial Cohen-Macaulay ring of 
dimension d and Q is a monomial ideal in A primary to the maximal ideal 
we have L(Q’) 3 (d+ 1) L(Q) with equality if and only if & is generated by 
a system of parameters. It is still an open question whether this inequality 
remains valid even when we omit the condition that A and Q should be 
monomial. 
This question is, I believe, of great interest in its own respect. It was told 
to me by professor Christer Lech who to a high extent has influenced my 
work on the problem. I take this opportunity to express my gratitude to 
him for lots of fruitful discussions and valuable comments. I also want to 
thank Ralf Friiberg and Dan Laksov for the kind interest they have shown. 
They have both, in different ways, been most helpful. 
1. UPPER BOUNDS OF COLENGTHS OF PRODUCTS OF IDEALS 
Let A be a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal M and of 
embedding dimension s. The main result of this section is the inequality, 
given in Theorem 1.4, L(Ql...Qn)~~~-l(L(Ql)+ ... +L(Q,)) which 
holds for all M-primary ideals Qi ,..., Qn. 
Let x E M and let B = A/(x). To each M-primary ideal Q of A we define 
ideals Q(i) of B as follows: Q(i)= {a~ B; ax’~Q + (xi”)) for i=O, 1, 2,.... 
We shall use this notation in Sections 1 and 2. It is easily checked that the 
Q(i) are well defined, i.e., that the condition on ti does not depend on the 
choice of representative a. It is also clear that the Q(i) are ideals of B and 
that Q(0) E Q( 1) E Q(2) c . . . . Obviously r(Q(i)) 1 i@= M/(x) so either 
Q(i) = B or Q(i) is primary to n. If we put r = min {i; X’E Q} it follows 
that Q(l) = B while Q(i) is D-primary for i < r. 
LEMMA 1.1. LR(Q)=PO-'L,(Q(i)). 
Proof: Consider the chain of ideals A 2 Q + (x) 1 Q + (x2) 2 ... 2 
Q+(x’-’ ) 2 Q. We have B-linear mappings fi: B -+ Q + (xi)/Q + (xi+ * ) 
given byfi(G) = E’. It is clear that fi is surjective and KerjJ = Q(i) for each 
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i. Thus B/Q(i) and Q+(xi)/Q+ (xi”) are isomorphic B-modules. As the 
latter module is annihilated by x its B-submodules are the same as its A- 
submodules. Therefore we can conclude LB(Q(i)) = L,(Q + (xi)/Q + (xi+ ‘)) 
and the lemma follows from this. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Ql and Q2 be primary to M. Then (QIQz)(i+j)? 
Q,(i) Q2Wfor all i,j. 
Proof Let a E Q,(i) and b E Q*(j), i.e., axi E Q, n (xi) + (xi”) 
and bxiE Q2 n (x’) + (xi+‘). Thus abx’+jE Ql Qz + (xi+j+‘), i.e., ab E 
(Q, Q2)(i +A. 
Next we combine these two lemmas to show what is essentially the induc- 
tive step in the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that we have numbers 1 < k2 6 k3 < .. . <k, 
such that for all n-primary ideals 8, ,..., Q, of B, where 2 <n < N we have 
the inequality L(&, ... Qn)< k,(L(Qt)+ .a* + L(Q,)). Then for all M- 
primary ideals Q, ,,.., Q, of A, where 2 G n < N, we have the strict inequality 
Wl . ..QJ<WL(Q~)+ ... +UQn)). 
Proof: The condition 1 < kz < k3 < . . . enables us to extend the validity 
of the given inequality to the case where some Qi = B, which is necessary 
for the proof. We give the proof for n=2. The general proof is quite 
similar. L(QlQ,)=CL((Q1Q,)(2i))+CL((Q,Q,)(2i+ 1)) (by Lemma 1.1) 
~CL(QI(i)Q2(i))+CL(Ql(i)Q2(i+ 1)) (by Lemma 1.1) <k2W(Ql(i))+ 
UQ2(0)) + k2W(Ql(i)) + L(Q2(i+ 1))) = k2CUQl) + UQJI + 
kJL(Ql) + L(Q,) - UQ,(O))l < WL(Q,) + UQd). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A be a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal M 
and of embedding dimension s. Then for all M-primary ideals Q,,..., Q, we 
have the inequality L( Q I . . . Qn)Gns-l(L(Ql))+ ... +L(QJ). The 
inequality is always strict when s > 2. 
ProojI In the case s = 0 both sides equal 1. If s = 1 then A is either 
regular of dimension one or Artinian. In both cases all M-primary ideals 
are powers of M. So if L(Qi) = ai we have Qi = kF and hence 
Q1 ... Qn=M”l+“‘+“n. Thus L(Ql . ..Q.,)<a, + a.* +a, as desired 
(equality in the regular case). The case sa 2 now follows by induction 
using Proposition 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A be a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal M 
and of embedding dimensions. Then for each M-primary ideal Q we have 
L(Q*) < 2”L(Q). The inequality is always strict when s > 2. 
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The inequality L(Q”) < 2”L(Q) will be discussed further in the next section. 
We shall then need the following analogue of Proposition 1.3. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A be a local Noetherian ring with maximal 
ideal M. Let XE M and B = A/(x). Suppose we have a number k such that 
L(Q*) < kL( Q) for all M/(x)-p rimary ideals Q of B. Then for all M-primary 
ideals Q of A we have the strict inequality L(Q*) < 2kL(Q). 
Proof L(Q*) = ZL(Q2(2i)) + CL(Q2(2i + 1)) < 2CL(Q2(2i)) < 
2CL((Q(i))‘) d 2Zkl(Q(i)) = 2kL(Q). 
In the last proposition of this section we consider a transformation from 
the given ring A to a power series ring B[ [t] 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let A be a local Noetherian ring with maximal 
ideal M. Let x E M and B = A/(x). To each M-primary ideal Q of A we 
define an ideal & of B[[t]] as follows Q = Q(0) + Q( 1)t + Q(2)t’ + . . . 
(sum of B-modules). Then 
(i) ti is the maximal ideal of B[[t]], 
(ii) Q is always primary to JI, 
(iii) Q(i) = Q(i) for i=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
(iv) L(o) = L(Q), 
(v) L(~,...e,)~L(Ql...Qn) for all M-primary ideals QI,..., Q. 
Proof fi=M/(x)+ (t)+ (t’) + ... , is obviously maximal. (iit are 
also easy exercices. (v) follows from (0, . ..Q.)(i) = ZQ,(il)... Q,(i,)s 
(Q i . . . en)(i), where the inclusion is due to Lemma 1.2 and the sum is taken 
over all i, ,..., i, such that i, + ... + i, = i. 
2. ON THE SUPREMUM OF L(Q2)/L(Q) 
Given a local Noetherian ring A with maximal ideal M we put 
W)=SUP (UQ*)/L(Q); Q is M-P rimary}. According to Corollary 1.5 we 
have S(A ) < 2”, where s is the embedding dimension of A. Clearly S(A) = 1 
if s = 0. If s = 1 then L(M*) = 2L(M) and hence S(A) = 2. We propose to 
show that when s 2 2 we have S(A) = 2” if and only if A is a regular ring. 
Our first step is the following sharpening of Corollary 1.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a local Noetherian ring of embedding dimen- 
sion s > 2 with maximal ideal M. Let Q be an M-primary ideal and let r be 
the least integer such that M’ c Q. Then L(Q*) < 2”L(Q) - r2S-2. 
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Proof: Take x E M- M2 such that xr-’ 4 Q and put B = A/(x). Note 
that B has embedding dimension s - 1. The case r = 1 is trivial so we 
assume r > 1. Let Q(i) be ideals of B as before. Then Q(0) E Q( 1) c * * * E 
Q(r)=B. Let O=cl,<a,< . * * < a,, = r be integers such that Q(i) = Q(j) if 
and only if ak<i,j<ak+l for some k. We shall show for all k that 
C:~~+‘-’ L(Q2(i))<2”L’~+1-1 L(Q(i))-(ak+l-ak)2s-2 (i) 
Adding up then yields .X:-l L( Q2( i)) < 2”C;- l L( Q( i)) - r2”- 2 and hence 
by Lemma 1.1, L(Q2) < 2”L(Q) - r2S-2. Now, fix ak = a and tlk+, = p, say 
and remember that Q(a)=Q(a+l)= *** =Q(/?-l)#Q(j?). We do not 
exclude the possibility fl=a+ 1. For 2a< i<a+/3- 1 we use 
Q2(i) 2 Q’(2a) 2 Q(a)’ (cf. Lemma 1.2) and obtain 
C~,+s-‘L(Q2(i))~(~-a)L(Q(a)2)~(~-a)2s-1L(Q(a)) (ii) 
(the latter inequality by Corollary 1.5). For a + fl< i< 28 - 1 we use 
Q2(i) 2 Q2(a + fi) 2 Q(a) Q(p) and obtain 
CP,-,‘UQ2(i)) G (P - a) L(Q(a) Q(B)) 
G (P - a)2”-2(L(Q(cO) + L(Q(P))) G (P - a)2”-2W(Q(a)) - 1) 
= (/? - a)2”- ‘L(Q(a)) - (b - a)2”-2. (iii) 
Note that the second inequality is due to Theorem 1.4 for /I < r and trivial 
for /I = r (here we need s > 2). Next we add (ii) and (iii) to get 
C$i-‘L(Q2(i)) 
< (/I - a)2”L(Q(a)) - (/I - a)2”-2 = 2”Ct-‘L(Q(i)) - (j?-- a)2”-2 
which is (i) and therefore completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A be a local Noetherian ring of embedding dimen- 
sion s 3 2. Suppose dim A < 1. Then S(A) c 2”. 
Proof Let M be the maximal ideal of A and take a principal 
M-primary ideal (x). Put B = A/(x) and I= I(B). Let Q be an arbitrary 
M-primary ideal and let r = r(Q) be the least integer such that M’ E Q. 
Let Q(i) be ideals of B as before. Then Q(r) = B and hence 
L(Q) = Z;- ‘L( Q(i)) < rl. Thus according to Proposition 2.1 L(Q’) G 
2”L(Q) - r2s-2 < 2”L(Q) - 2”-‘L(Q)// and hence L(Q2)/LlQ) < 2”- 2”-2/Z. 
But I is independent of Q so S(A) < 2” - 2”- ‘/I c 2”. 
Remark. We could have proved S(A) < 2” in the case s 2 2, dim A = 0 
earlier. Indeed, A being Artinian, L(Q’)/L(Q) can only take a finite num- 
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ber of values and hence the result follows from the strictness assertion in 
Corollary 1.5. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a local Noetherian ring of embedding dimension 
s > 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) A is regular, 
(ii) S(A) = 2”. 
Proof First, assume that A is regular (of dimension s). Then 
L(M”)= (“+:-I) and hence L(M*“)/L(M”)=(s+2n-1)x ... x 
2n/(s+n-1)x ..- xn-+2S as n+oO. Thus S(A)=2” in this case. Next 
assume that A is not regular ie that dim A <s. We shall use induction on 
dim A to show that S(A) < 2”. The case dim A < 1 is precisely 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose 1 < dim A < s and let P, ,..., P, be the minimal prime 
idealsofA.ThenM#M’uPiu... u P, (cf [ 1 ] Theorem 8 1) so we may 
take an XEM-(M*uP,u ..’ u P,) and put B= A/(x). It follows that 
dim B < dim A and that B has embedding dimension s- 12 2. In par- 
ticular B is not regular so we may assume S(B) < 2”-’ by induction. Thus 
S(A) < 2” according to Proposition 1.6. 
3. LOWER BOUNDS OF COLENGTHS OF PRODUCTS 
OF IDEALS IN THE MONOMIAL CASE 
In this section we consider L(Q, . . . Qm) where Q, ,..., Qm are monomial 
ideals in a monomial ring. Since it is relevant whether the maximal ideal 
belongs to zero or not we first give the following quite general lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal 
M = (x1 ,..., x,). Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) M# Ass (0). 
(ii) There is no ideal a # (0) in A such that l(a) is finite. 
(iii) For each a #O in A there is an i such that ax: #O for 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Proof We start with the equivalence of (i) and (ii). Assume that 
ME Ass (0). Then there is an a # 0 such that aM = (0) and hence I(a) = 1. 
This proves (ii)+(i). If (ii) does not hold there is an aE A such that 
l(a) = 1. But then a #O and aM= 0 and so ME Ass (0) which proves 
(i) =z- (ii). The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is immediate from the following 
equivalences which hold for each a E A: Z(a) is finite- aMk = (0) some 
koaxf= ... = ax: = 0 for some k. 
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Remark. The implication (i) =+ (iii) will be generalized in 
Proposition 5.1. If the conditions (i)-(iii) fail to hold there are ideals of A 
of finite positive length. Moreover since the sum of two such ideals is again 
an ideal of finite positive length there is actually an ideal & in A which is 
the greatest ideal of finite length. 
Now, let A = k[ [x, ,..., x,]]/Z be a monomial ring. Let Q be a monomial 
ideal of k[ [xl ,..., x,]] such that Q I> Z and Q is primary to (xi ,..., x,). The 
colength of Q = Q/Z can be expressed as follows: L(Q) = Z.(Q) = number of 
powerproducts outside Q. This is easy to see: one can form a composition 
series by adjoining to Q the powerproducts outside Q in a suitable order. 
We now assume that (x1,..., x,) 4 Ass Z and we let S = { powerproducts out- 
side Z}. We define subsets S1 ,..., S, of S by St= { f E S; fxf ,..., fxf-, E Z 
some k but fxf 4 Z all k}. The sets Si are clearly disjoint but the point is 
that by Lemma 3.1 S = S, v .=* v S,. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A = k[ [x1 ,..., x,] ]/Z be a monomial ring such that 
(x , ,..., x,) $ Ass I. Let Ql ,..., Q, be monomial ideals of k[ [x1,..., x,]] all 
containing Z and being primary to (x,,..., x,). Then L(& ... &,) 2 
L(Q,) + ..* + L(&,). 
ProojI We assume m = 2. The general case then follows from this case 
by induction. We have (where 1 1 indicates number of elements) - - 
L(oI)= IS-Q,/, L(&)= IS-Q,1 and L(Q,Q,)= lpowerproducts outside 
Q,Q,+Zl=lS-QIQzl. Thus what we want to prove is IS-Q,Qzl 2 
IS- Q,l + IS- Q21. We shall prove that ISi- QIQzl > ISi-- Qil + ISi- Q,l 
for i = 1, 2,..., n by defining injective maps 4i: Si - Ql + Sin Q, - Q, Q2. 
To every powerproduct g not divisible by xi we define r = r(g) as the 
smallest number such that x;gE Q2. Let 4i(xfg)=x;+rg, where 
xqg E Si- Q,. It is clear that di is injective so what remains to show is that 
xyg E Si - Q 1 implies x9 + ‘g E Si n Q2 - Q 1 Q2. That XT + ‘g E Si is clear from 
the definition of Si and that x7+ ‘g E Q2 is clear from the definition of r. 
Now in order to derive a contradiction we assume xp+‘g = x;g,xfg, where 
xyg, E Ql and xfg, E Q2 and where xi divides neither g, nor g,. Thus tl > a 
as xqg 4 Qi and p > r as xf - ‘g 4 QT. But this contradicts the fact 
a+p=a+r. 
Remark. If A is onedimensional Ql may be principal, say Q1 = (a). We 
contend that a can not be a zero-divisor. Indeed if a were a zero-divisor 
then r(a), ie the maximal ideal of A, would consist entirely of zero-divisors. 
This, however, is impossible since (Xi ,..., X,) 4 Ass (0) in A. Thus in this 
case multiplication by a yields an isomorphism A/& + (a)/a& and hence 
we have equality L(aQ2) = L(a) + L(&). We give an example to show that 
equality can hold even when neither Q, nor Q2 is principal. 
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EXAMPLE. Let A = k[ [Ix,, x2, xs]]/Z, where Z= (x:, x:x:, xi). Clearly 
A is one dimensional and (x,, x2, xg) 4 Ass I. Let Q, = Z+ (x:, x1x:x3) and 
Q, = Z+ (x,, x:x,). A simple counting of powerproducts yields L(Qi) = 15 
and L(Q2)=7. As QIQ,+Z=(x~,x~x~x,,x~x,x~)+Z we obtain - - - - 
L(QiQ,)=22 and hence L(Q1Qz)=L(Q1)+L(Q2). 
Again let A be a monomial ring. We shall modify Proposition 3.2 so as 
to include the case (xi ,..., x,) E Ass I. As we have already pointed out there 
is always an ideal d 2 Z such that z is the greatest ideal of finite length in A. 
Equivalently we could say that z is the smallest ideal in A such that A/z 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. It is an essential fact that & is 
generated by monomials. To show this it is enough to show that if & #I 
there is always a monomial in d outside I. By a successive xtension of Z by 
adjoining monomials in t? we are then sure to reach & after a finite number 
of steps. Now assume that f E 8 - Z and that f = Cmi is the expansion off as 
a (possibly) infinite sum of distinct monomials. It is easy to see that as Z is 
monomial we must have m, 4 Z for some i. On the other hand since f e b 
there is a k such that fx; E Z, j = l,..., n. It follows that mix; E Z all i, j ie that 
miE & for all i. Thus there is a monomial in 8 - Z and hence & is monomial. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A = k[ [x, ,..., x, ] ]/Z be a monomial ring, Let ~7 be the 
greatest ideal of finite length in A. Let Q,,..., Q,,, be monomial ideals of 
kCCx 1 ,..., x,]] ail containing Z and being primary to (x1 ,..., x,). Then 
L(Q, ... &JhqQ,)+ ... + L(Q,) - (m - 1) Z(8). 
Proof: The case m > 2 obviously follows from the case m = 2 by induc- 
tion so we suppose m = 2. Since r9 is monomial k[ [x1,..., x,]]/Z+ 8 is a 
monomial ring in which the maximal ideal does not belong to the zero 
ideal. Thus by Proposition 3.2 we have L,.,,d(QI + z)(& + X)) 2 
LAId(@,+~)+LAI~QZ+~) and hence L,(~,&+8j>L,(~,+r?j+ 
L,(e,+e). Make use of the exact sequence O+Bn Q +z+ A/@ + - - 
A/e + z+ 0 with &, , Q2 and Qi Q2, respectively, in place of Q: - - - - 
L(Q,Qd-L@,,-L(h) = L(QlQz+~)-L(~l+~)-L(~,+e)+,(~) - - 
- l(z)--~(~)-[~(c?~Q,Q,)-I(~~Q,)-I(Z~~,)] 2 O--l(@)-0 = 
-Z(e). Thus L(Q, &) 2 L(Q1) + L(&) - l(z). 
4. SOME COMBINATORIAL RESULTS 
The results of this section are of a combinatorial nature. We shall need 
them in our study of lower bounds of L(Q’)/L(Q). Let N( t,,..., td) be the 
monoid of formal powerproducts t?’ . . . ty;“, where each ai is a natural num- 
ber. We make a few definitions. 
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DEFINITION. A subset T of N( t , ,..., fd) is called an ideal if ti T G T for 
each i. T is said to be cofinite if the complement of T is finite. 
DEFINITION. Given an ideal T of N( tr,..., fd) we put Ti = 
{WI E N( t2 ,..., td); mti E T), i= 0, 1, 2 ,..,. We call the sets Tj the t, cross sec- 
tions of T. Analogously we define the t2,..., td cross sections of T. 
Note that all cross sections are ideals; the tl cross sections are ideals of 
N(t 2,..., td) and so on. Obviously colinite ideals have cofinite cross sec- 
tions. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T and U be ideals of N( tl,..., td). Suppose that T 
is cofinite. Then 1 U-T21 > (d + 1 )I U - TI. The inequality is strict if 1 $ U, 
U- T2#@. 
Proof: We use induction on d. The case d = 1 is easy. Assume d > 1 and 
that the proposition is proved for N( t2,..., td). Thus 1 Ui - Tf[ 2 dl Ui - Til 
for i=O, 1,2 ,.... It is also clear that ) U - TJ = CJ Ui- TJ. Now let 
r=lJ Tj?ti. Then T’ is an ideal of N(t I ,..., td) and T ZJ T’ 2 T2. Putting 
things together we get 
IU- T’I =ZJUj- Tfl 2dZIUi- Til =dlU- TI. 0) 
The set U- T2 can be written as a disjoint union: U - T2 = 
( U - T} u ( U n T’-T2}. Thus to prove the first part of the proposition it 
remains to show ( U n T - T21 2 1 U- TI. We shall show this by 
establishing an injective map f: U - T + U n T’ - T2. To each 
m E N( t2,..., td), m # T we associate two integers r = r(m) and u = u(m) as 
follows: r is maximal under the condition mt; 4 T and u is maximal under 
the condition mt;+” $ T2. Put f(mti) = mti+“, where mti E U- T. Clearly f 
is injective and mt, i+ v E U - T2, but it remains to show rnti+O E T’. We show 
that mtt; E T’. We have mt;+“+’ E T2, say mt;+“+’ = (ml t;)(m2tf) where the 
factors in brackets belong to T. Thus mt;, mtf E T and hence a, fl b r + 1. 
But a+P=r+u+l. Thus a,fi<u. Thus m,t;,m,t;ET ie m1,m2ET,. 
Thus m E c and hence mt; E T. This completes the proof of the first part of 
the proposition. To prove the assertion concerning strictness we must 
improve the argument a little. We have used the t, cross sections of T and 
U in our induction. But indeed t, could stand for every one of the 
variables. To get out a little more we now take advantage of this 
possibility. Suppose 1 $ U, U - T2 # 0. If U - T = 0 the strictness is trivial 
so suppose U - T # 0 and let p be of minimal degree in U - T. As p # 1 
some of the variables must divide p, say t, divides p. Let p = ti m where 
m E N( t2,..., td). As m E Ui- T, we certainly have Ui- e # 0. Clearly 
ti 4 T but as tfm has minimal degree in U - T and t, divides m we can not 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proofs of Propositions 4.1 and 4.3. Here d=2, U= (fItI), 
T= (tf, tfr:, t:ti, t:), T = (tf, t:t:, t:t$, I;), and p = (ti”, tots, t’t’ tSt4 t4t6 t2t7 t*) 1 29 L 21 , 23 1 2, 2 ’ 
have ti E U- T. Thus ti $ U ie 14 Ui. Thus by induction 1 iJi - e[ > 
dl Ui- Til whence it follows 1 U- T’l > dl U- TI (cf. Eq. (i)) and finally 
JU- T21 > (d+ l)lU- TI. 
Given a cofinite ideal T of N(t,,..., td) we let n(T) = ICTI. According to 
Proposition 4.1 we have n( T2) > (d+ 1) n(T). A closer examination of the 
proof of Proposition 4.1 will reveal to us for which T this inequality is 
strict. For i = 1, 2 ,..., d we let ci = ci( T) = min {c; t; E T}. 
DEFINITION. A cofinite ideal T is said to be rectangular if T is generated 
by t;‘,..., tY, i.e., if ty’ . .* t?e Toaiacci some i. 
A simple calculation shows that for a rectangular ideal T we have 
n(T)=c,...c, and n(T2)=(d+l)cI...cd. Thus for rectangular ideals we 
have n(T2)=(d+ l)n(T). We propose to show that n(T2)>(d+ l)n(T) 
when T is not rectangular. The following, not very surprising lemma is 
needed for an inductive argument to work well. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let T be a cofinite ideal of N(tl,..., td), d 2 3. Suppose that 
each cross section of T is rectangular. Then T is rectangular. 
Proof. Suppose that T is not rectangular. Then there is a powerproduct 
ty ... t;dE T such that t? $ T for all i. We may assume that a, ,..., ad are 
chosen so that a, + ..* + ad is minimal. At least two of the a, must be 
positive say a2, a3 > 0. Consider the t, cross section T,, . According to the 
minimality of a, + + * * + ad we have ty’t? 4 T for all i > 2 and hence t: 4 T,, 
for all i 2 2. But on the other hand tf ... t;dc T,,. Thus T,, is not rec- 
tangular. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let T be a cofinite ideal of N( tl,..., td). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
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(i) T is rectangular, 
(ii) n(T’)=(d+l)n(T). 
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Proof The implication (i) * (ii) is as has been pointed out above a 
straightforward calculation. The case d= 1 is simple: both conditions are 
always satisfied. Suppose d = 2 and that T is not rectangular. Let 
T = lJ Tftf and f: CT+ T - T2 as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Recall 
that f multiplies every element of CT by a power of tl. To show 
n( T2) > 3n( T) it is enough to show (T - T2) -f(CT) # 0. Let tyft;* E T 
where 0 c ai < ci( T), i = 1,2. Assume further that a, is chosen minimal and 
a2 is chosen minimal given ai, i.e., tflt? 4 T if b1 < a, b, < c2 or if b, = a,, 
b, < u2. Let ~=tp;*+~2-‘. We contend that XE(T’-T2)-f(CT). If 
x Ef(CT) then t;*+ ~-l E CT but this contradicts the fact that t;* E T and 
u2- 120. Thus x$f(CT). That XE T follows from t;2+C2-1 = tpt;2-’ E pa, 
as c2- 1 >u2. It now remains to show x 4 T2. Assume the contrary, say 
x = tylt;2+‘2-’ = (t;lt;2)(tf@), where the factors in brackets belong to T 
and say a1 6 #Il. Thus a1 c a, as a, > 0. But then by the minimality of a, it 
follows a2 > c2. Thus /I2 < a2 - 1. But as t;@E T this contradicts the 
minimality of u2. Thus x # T2 which ends the proof in the case d = 2. Sup- 
pose now da 3 and that the proposition is shown for N(t2,..., td). 
According to Lemma 4.2 every nonrectangular T has a nonrectangular 
cross section, say the t, cross section T,. Thus by the induction hypothesis 
n( pa,) > dn( T,) and hence n(T) > dn( T). But n( T’) - n(T) 2 n(T). Thus 
n(T2)> (d+ l)n(T). 
5. ON LOWER BOUNDS OF J~(Q~)/L(Q)IN THE MONOMIAL CASE 
We now return to monomial rings and monomial ideals. Our main result 
is the inequality given in Theorem 5.4. In most cases the inequality is strict. 
The only (monomial) case where equality holds is the one given in 
Proposition 5.6. Essential to the technique we use is the following general 
result. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let A be a local Noetheriun ring with maximal ideal 
M= (Xl,..., x,). Assume that dim A/P > d for all P E Ass (0). Then given any 
a # 0 in A there are d distinct numbers iI ,..., idE { l,..., n} such that 
ux~***x~#O for all al,..., ad&N. 
ProoJ Suppose a # 0. Then Ann a c_ P for some maximal prime ideal P 
of zerodivisors. As dim A/P > d there are distinct Xi, ,..., Xid # 0 in A/P, i.e., 
xi, ,..., xid $ P. Thus x;,’ . . . x”: 4 Ann a for all a1 ,..., ad. 
Let I be a monomial ideal in k[ [x1,..., x,]] and let S be the set of 
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powerproducts outside I. We shall regard S as a subset of N(x~,..., xd). 
Assume further that dim k[ [x, ,..., x,]]/P > d for all P E Ass I. 
DEFINITION. A subset R of S is called a d-stripe if there are d distinct 
numbers i, ,..., ide { l,..., n} such that fxpl,’ . . . X~:E R for all c(, ,..., c(~ and all 
j-~ R. 
DEFINITION. A union U Ri of d-stripes is said to be divisor-complete if 
f~ U Ri, g divides f implies g E U Ri. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let U’;R, be a divisor-complete union of disjoint d-stripes 
and suppose U:Ri # S. Then there are d-stripes Rk+ 1 ,,.., R, such that 
R ,,..., R, are pairwise disjoint and S= U; Ri. 
Proof Choose indices i, ,..., id and put R; + , = { f E S; fxy,’ ‘. . xz E S for 
all a, ,..., tld}. Then Rk+,=R;+l - (U’;R,) is a d-stripe and IJt+ ‘R, is a 
divisor-complete union of d-stripes. Continuing in this way we will even- 
tually, by Proposition 5.1, exhaust all of S. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that the condition XT . * x”J # I for all a, ,..., ad uni- 
quely determines the distinct numbers i,,..., id. Then I is a primary ideal. 
Proof: To simplify the notation let us assume i, = l,..., i,= d. According 
to Proposition 5.1 and the assumed uniqueness we have fx;’ . . . xy $ I for all 
f $ I and all a, ,..., ad. However, if k > d there are al,..., ad, ak such that 
x’;’ . ’ ’ x~x;k E I (this again is due to the uniqueness of i, ,..., id) and hence 
x;kEI. Thus xk or for k > d and hence r(l) 2 (xd+ ,,..., x,). Thus 
p 2 (&f+ 1 ,***, x,) for all PEASS I. But dim k[[x,,..., x,]]/P>d for all 
P E Ass I. Thus P = (xd+ I ,..., x,) is the only prime ideal which belongs to I 
ie I is primary to (xd+ ,,..., x,). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A = k[[xl ,..., x,]]/I be a monomial ring. Suppose 
that dim A/P> d for all PE Ass (0) in A. Let Q be a monomial ideal in 
kC Cx, ,..., x,]] containing I and being primary to (x1,..., x,). Then 
L(Q’) 2 (d+ 1) L(Q). Moreover the inequality is always strict if I is not a 
primary ideal. 
ProoJ: Let S be the set of powerproducts outside I. We have 
L(Q)= IS-Q1 and L(Q’) = L(Q’ + I) = IS- Q’l. We must prove 
IS- Q21 2 (d+ l)lS- Ql. Lemma 5.2 reduces this to IR- Q21 2 
(d + 1)l R - QI for every d-stripe R. Given a d-stripe R we have by 
definition d distinct numbers i, ,..., i, such that fx: . . . xa:~ R for all 
f~ R and all al,..., ad. To simplify the notation let us assume that 
il = l,..., id= d. To every f E R there is a unique powerproduct g in 
xd+ 1 ,..., x, such that f = x;l ... x:dg some a, ,..., ad. This leads to a sub- 
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division of R into subsets which we call R,. We shall show that 
1 R, - Q21 > (d+ 1 )I R, - Ql for all g. Now divide every element of a fixed 
R, by g to obtain R’= {hEN(x r,..., x,); hgE Rg}. It is clear that R’ is an 
ideal of N(x, ,..., xd). Put T= {hEN(xI ,..., xd); hgcQ). Clearly T is a 
cofinite ideal of N(x, ,..., xd). We know from Proposition 4.1 that 
(R’- T21 > (d+ l)lR’- TJ. It is immediate that IR’- TI = IR,-Ql. To 
obtain the inequality (R, - Q21 3 (d+ l)IR, - Ql it therefore only remains 
to show JR,-Q21>IR’-T21. Let hER’-T2. We shall show that 
hg E R, - Q’. Assume the contrary, i.e., that hg E Q2, say h = h, h2, g = g,g, 
and h,g,, h2g2 E Q. Thus hIg, h2g E Q ie hl, h2 E T. Thus h E T2 contrary to 
the assumption. This completes the proof of the first part of the 
proposition. Essential to the argument above is the fact that S is a union 
disjoint d-stripes. In general S can be divided into d-stripes in many dif- 
ferent ways. So far we have worked with a quite arbitrary subdivision. To 
prove the assertion concerning strictness, however, we have to be more 
careful in our choice of subdivision. Assume that Z is not primary. Then it 
follows from Lemma 5.3 that there are two distinct sets of d indices ii,..., i, 
and .i, ,...,h, respectively, such that XT ... xy# Z and x,: ... x,y# Z for all 
c(1 )..‘) tl& Let us assume j, $ {i, ,..., id}. Put R, = N(xi ,,..., xid) and 
R, = N(xj,,..., xjd) - R,. Then R, and R2 are disjoint d-stripes in S. 
Moreover since R, u R, is divisor-complete there are if R, u R2 #S by 
Lemma 5.2 d-stripes R3,..., R, so that S = R, u * * * u R, is a subdivision of 
S into disjoint d-stripes. Thus to prove IS-Q21 > (d+ l)lS-Ql it is 
enough to prove for example IR2- Q’l> (d+ l)lR,-Ql. Put 
T = N(xj, ,..., xjd) n Q. Then R, and T are ideals of N(x,,,..., xi,) and T is 
a cofinite ideal. Moreover 1 +! R, and xi, E R2 - T2. Thus by Proposition 4.1 
we have IR,-T21>(d+1)jR2-TI, which is equivalent to JR,-Q21> 
(d+ l)lR, - Ql. 
We now turn to monomial rings A =k[ [x,,..., x,]]/Z where Z is a 
primary ideal. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let Z be a monomial ideal in k[ [x1,..., x,]]. Suppose that Z 
is primary to P and that dim k[ [x, ,..., x,]]/P = d. Then P is generated by 
n-d of the variables x ,,..., x,. 
ProoJ: At least d of the variables must lie outside P, say x1 ,..., xd$ P. 
Let f be a powerproduct in Z and say f = gh where g E N( xd+ 1 ,..., x, ) and 
h E N( x1 ,..., xd). Then as Z is P-primary and h #P we have g E 1. Thus Z is 
generated by powerproducts in x~+ 1 ,..., x,, i.e., ZG (~2,~ ,..., x,). Thus 
P = r(Z) E (xll+ 1 ,..., x,). Thus P = (xd+ I ,..., x,) by the dimension-condition. 
Let A = k[ [x1,..., x,]]/Z be a monomial ring and assume that Z is a 
primary ideal and that dim A = d. Following the lemma just proved we 
may just as well assume that Z is primary to (xd+ , ,..., x,). 
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We note that the set R of powerproducts outside I is a d-stripe. Let 
M= (X, )...) X” ) be the maximal ideal of A and let Q be a monomial ideal 
which contains Z and is primary to (xi ,..., x,). Define ci, i = 1, 2 ,..., d, as the 
least numbers such that x7 E Q. It follows that x:1,..., Xy are linearly -- 
independent elements in the k-vector space Q/QM and can therefore be -- 
extended to a base of Q/QM Thus by Nakayamas’ lemma, X;‘,..., Xy can be 
extended to a minimal system of generators for Q, Thus we have the 
equivalence 
0 = (Zf’,..., Xy) o Q has a system of d generators. 0) 
If Q = (xi’,..., 
- -2 . 
2;~) it is well known and easy to show that Q/Q is a free 
A/Q-module on the basis %;I,..., X2 and hence L(Q*) = (d + 1) L(Q). We 
shall show that L(Q*) > (d+ 1) L(Q) if Q re q uires more than d generators. 
First, let us recall, in this special situation, the proof of 
L(Q*) > (d + 1) L(Q) (cf. the proof of Theorem 5.4). The d-stripe R was 
divided into subsets R,, where gE N(x,+ ,,..., x,). For each g we let 
R’=R’(g)= {h~N(x~,..., x,); hgER} and T= T(g)= {h~N(x~,...,x~); 
ZzgE Q}. The two inequalities 
IR,-Q*l> lR'-T*l, (ii) 
IR’- T*I 2 (d+ l)lR’- TI, (iii) 
together give the result. Thus to show the strict inequality 
Z,(Q’)> (d+ 1) L(Q) it suffices to find a gEN(xd+i,..., x,) such that one 
of the inequalities (ii) or (iii) is strict. First, we note that as I is primary to 
(%f+ 1 ,***, x,) we have R’(g) = N( x1 ,..., xd) for all g 4 I. Thus, for g 4 Z, (iii) 
reads n( T*) > (d+ 1) n(T). Now suppose that Q is not generated by d 
elements. Then by (i) we may take a powerproduct f= x;* . . . x$‘g in Q - Z 
where ai < ci for all i and g E N(x,+ i ,..., x,). We may assume that f has 
smallest possible degree satisfying these conditions. If T(g) is not rec- 
tangular we have according to Proposition 4.3 that n( T*) > (d + 1) n(T) ie 
inequality (iii) is strict. Suppose that T(g) is rectangular. Then g # 1. 
Further x? E T(g) for some i say i = 1. Thus in fact f = x;‘g. We contend 
that (ii) is a strict inequality. Recall that (ii) follows from the implication 
hER’-T2=hgERg-Q *. Thus it sulfites to find an h E T* such that 
hgE R,- Q*. It is not difficult to show, using the minimality off and the 
fact g # 1, that h = xp’ will do. 
We summarize the result in 
PROFWITION 5.6. Let A = k[ [xl ,..., x,] ]/Z be a d-dimensional monomial 
ring and suppose that Z is a primary ideal. Let Q be a monomial ideal in 
kC Cx, ,..., x,]] containing Z and being primary to (x1 ,..., x,). Let Q = Q/Z. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
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(i) Q is generated by a system of parameters. 
(ii) L(Q*)= (d+ 1) L(Q). 
Remark. Consider again the situation of Theorem 5.4. If 8 requires 
more than d generators then Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.6 together 
yield L(&*) > (d+ 1) L(Q). W e contend that if Q is generated by d power- 
products then Z must be a primary ideal and hence L(Q*) = (d+ 1) Z,(Q). 
To see this let Q = Z+ (fi,...,fd) where fi,...,fd are powerproducts. By 
Proposition 5.1 we may assume, for example, that xi,..., xd$ r(Z). But 
x1 ,..., xd E r(e). Thus xi ,..., x$E r(fi )...) fd). But then necessarily 
(fi )...) fd) = (x;ll,..., x2;“) for some a, ,..., ad. Thus from xd+ ,,..., x, E r(Q) we 
get xd+ , ,..., x, E r(Z). Thus Z is primary by Lemma 5.3. 
Finally we note that one shall not rely too much on monomials; they 
do not in general tell us the whole truth about L(Q*)/L(p). We give an 
example to illustrate this point. 
EXAMPLE. Let A = k[ [x, y]]/(x*y, xy’). It is easily verified that for 
monomial ideals Q we always have L(Q’)/Z(o) 2 2. Now let Q = (2 + j) 
and consider the composition series A 2 (f, J) 2 (X + j, X7) 2 (2 + jj) 
1 ((x + j)X, (X +J)j) 3 (X + j)‘. Thus L(Q) = 3 and L(Q2) = 5 and hence 
L(Q’) = 2L(Q) - 1. In fact one can show L(Q’) = 2L(Q) - 1 for all prin- 
cipal & such that &n (27) = (0). 
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